
ACROSS
 1 Where one finds meter maid is adored  

surprisingly (8)
 5 Constraint doctor uses perhaps (6)
 9 Edifice gets British guild in with opening at back (8)
10 Workroom artist doubts can be tidied in middle (6)
11 Worked a double shift crossing river (8)
13 Son getting married is irritating and looks smug (6)
14 Whiskey for a gentleman (30 (3)
16 Charlie hasn’t changed lock (6)
19 What can be preserved in black - a bible (7)
20 Peter worked to retain upper class name (6)
21 Some scribble to tease (3)
26 Convict imprisoned for hiding one he’d hurt (6)
27 Wind instrument I detected in central  

movement (8)
28 Small Irish lake or swamp (6)
29 This critic is no expert (8)
30 English nurse is trained to make certain (6)
31 Elaborate my terms about unknown  

correspondence (8)

DOWN
 1 Hard core book in cover that’s unfortunately  

bluer (6)
 2 With arms like this I’m biffed first in a knockout (6)
 3 Kentish town is returning trophy day earlier (6)
 4 Duke gets over fury and threat (6)
 6 Jumping at it mule will be last (8)
 7 Putting up with nude dancing grin possibly (8)
 8 And 15dn As the cow has to be milked for  

Bannockburn warriors (5,3,3)
12 Among investigators many will be promoted for 

being energetic (7)
15 see 8dn (3)
16 Alternatively silly or cunning (3)
17 A hundred verses composed about a fissure (8)
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18 Deceptively attractive venture followed by admission of money  
owed (8)

19 Reporter who knows all about rackets? (8)
22 Indistinct hands bury bananas (6)
23 Little weight is attached to date - maybe March (6)
24 Popular play contains theme originally untouched (6)
25 Floor when fable’s recited (6)


